Adverse neurodevelopmental consequences remain a primary concern when evaluating the effects of thyroid hormone (TH) disrupting chemicals. Though the developing brain is a known target of TH insufficiency, the relationship between THs in the serum and the central nervous system is not well characterized. To address this issue, dose response experiments were performed in pregnant rats using the goitrogen propylthiouracil (PTU) (dose range 0.1-10 ppm). THs were quantified in the serum and brain of offspring at gestational day 20 (GD20) and postnatal day 14 (PN14), two developmental stages included in OECD and EPA regulatory guideline/guidance studies. From the dose response data, the quantitative relationships between THs in the serum and brain were determined. Next, targeted gene expression analyses were performed in the fetal and neonatal cortex to test the hypothesis that TH action in the developing brain is linked to changes in TH concentrations within the tissue. Results show a significant reduction of T4/T3 in the serum and brain of the GD20 fetus in response to low doses of PTU; interestingly, very few genes were significantly different at any dose tested. In the PN14 pup significant reductions of T4/T3 in the serum and brain were also detected; however, twelve transcriptional targets were identified in the neonatal cortex that correlated well with reduced brain THs. These results show that serum T4 is a good predictor of brain THs, and offer several target genes that could serve as pragmatic readouts of T4/T3 dysfunction within the PN14 cortex.
paramount importance to children's health (Brucker-Davis, 1998; Gore et al., 2015; Massart et al., 2006) .
Although there is no question that THs are critical for normal brain development, predicting alterations in brain THs, and potential adverse neurodevelopmental consequences, is challenging (Browne et al., 2017; Crofton et al., 2017) . There are limited data that address how lowered thyroxine (T4) and triiodothyronine (T3) in the circulation may, or may not, alter hormonal status in the brain during critical phases of development (Bastian et al., 2010 (Bastian et al., , 2012 Escobar del Rey et al., 1987; Morreale de Escobar et al., 1985; Morte et al., 2010) . To date, most published rodent studies utilize severe models of hypothyroidism, and rarely are measures of both serum and brain hormones provided within the same report. Additionally, the phenotypes described are often not assessed using regulatorystandard histological and behavioral methods, which pose several challenges in systematically evaluating the risk of TDCs (OECD/OCDE, Test 426; OECD/OCDE, Test 421; US EPA Guidance for Thyroid Assays, 2005) .
To address these complexities, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (U.S. EPA) has endorsed the use of several in vivo testing approaches. This includes guidance for evaluating TH dysregulation; namely by measuring serum T4 concentrations in rat dams and offspring at key developmental stages during pregnancy (gestational day [GD] 20) and lactation (postnatal day [PN] 2 and 21) following a xenobiotic exposure (US EPA Guidance for Thyroid Assays, 2005) . In order to contextualize how serum T4 changes affect neurodevelopmental processes, U.S. EPA is also supporting the development of adverse outcome pathways (AOPs) (US EPA Adverse Outcome Pathway Research Brief, 2017) . The AOP is a conceptual framework, organizing biological knowledge to aide in interpretation of chemical risk (Villeneuve et al., 2014a,b) . The current OECD sponsored AOP for thyroid peroxidase (TPO) inhibition describes the qualitative relationships between serum and brain TH reductions, in addition to disturbances in gene expression of the central nervous system (Crofton et al. 2017) . As THs classically signal through ligand activated receptors, it is expected that TH insufficiency may alter gene expression in the brain, which could then lead to an adverse phenotype. Although such relationships are supported experimentally in the aforementioned AOP, the precision between serum T4 measures and brain THs, as well as the brain THs and transcriptional changes, lacks quantitative support (Crofton et al., 2017) .
In order to address these knowledge gaps and to aid in the interpretation of regulatory tests recommended by U.S. EPA and OECD, this report utilizes an extensive dose-response analysis with the TPO inhibitor propylthiouracil (PTU). We hypothesized that measures of serum and brain THs, coupled with gene expression analyses, would strengthen the understanding of how a chemical exposure relates to both hormonal and cellular perturbations of the brain in vivo. Specifically, this work (1) provides quantitative information regarding the relationships between serum and brain THs at two developmental stages (GD20 fetus and PN14 pup) assessed in regulatory studies (OECD/OCDE, Test 426; OECD/OCDE, Test 421; US EPA Guidance for Thyroid Assays, 2005) , and (2) identifies potential transcriptional bioindicators of TH dysregulation in the developing cortex. We propose that a transcriptional bioindicator could serve as an additional screening tool, strengthening the plausibility of a TH-mediated cellular response in the brain following exposure to TDCs.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Animals
All animal husbandry was conducted with prior approval from the U.S. EPA's Institutional Animal Care and Usage Committee, in an AALAAC approved facility. In all studies sperm positive was considered GD0 and pup birth PN0. Timed pregnant Long Evans rats were purchased from Charles River (Morrisville, North Carolina) and delivered on GD2. Pregnant animals were single housed in hanging cages, maintained on a 12:12-light cycle, and offered chow (Purina 5008) and tap water ad libitum.
Treatments to Induce Developmental Hypothyroidism
Two dose response experiments were performed, differing in both dose concentration and duration. In both experiments, doses of PTU were chosen to induce graded decreases of circulating THs in the dams.
In Experiment I (gestational study), pregnant dams (n ¼ 6-9 per treatment) were administered PTU (CAS No. 51-52-5, purity >98%) dissolved in deionized drinking water from GD6 to GD20 at the following five concentrations: 0.1 ppm (0.00001%), 0.5 ppm (0.00005%), 1 ppm (0.0001%), 2 ppm (0.0002%), and 3 ppm (0.0003%). Control animals received drinking water only ( Figure 1B ). Dams were euthanized by decapitation on GD20 and fetuses collected by casarean section. Dam and fetal serum T4 and T3 were previously reported in Hassan et al. (2017) .
In Experiment II (neonatal study), dams (n ¼ 13-15 per treatment) were exposed to 0, 1, 2, 3, and 10 ppm PTU (CAS No. 51-52-5, purity >98%) beginning in early GD6 and continuing throughout lactation (GD6-PN21) ( Figure 1B ). All litters were culled to 10 pups on PN4. On PN14 pups were euthanized by decapitation. Dam euthanasia by decapitation occurred on PN21 with the following exception: dams exposed to 10 ppm PTU were not sacrificed until PN27 to permit late weaning of pups. Dam and serum data from this study were previously published in Gilbert et al. (2014) . Pups were also assessed for brain morphology, neurochemistry, electrophysiology, and behavior, which is also reported elsewhere (Gilbert et al., 2016 Johnstone et al., 2013) .
Tissue collection
All animals were sacrificed by decapitation between the hours of 08:00-12:00 and counterbalanced by dose over the collection period.
Serum for hormone analysis. On GD20, trunk blood was pooled across the litter for all fetuses (experiment I). On PN14, blood was collected from one male and one female pup per litter and pooled into a single sample (Experiment II). Trunk blood was collected from dams on GD20 (Experiment I) or when pups were weaned on PN21 or PN27 (Experiment II). Whole blood was allowed to clot on ice for at least 30 min in serum separator tubes before centrifugation at 4 C for 30 min. Serum was then aliquoted and stored at À80 C until analysis.
Brain for hormone analysis. To determine TH concentrations in brain tissue, whole brain from multiple male and female fetuses from each litter (3-4) were pooled together in a single 2-ml Eppendorf tube and snap frozen in liquid nitrogen. For the PN14 pup, the cortex was isolated from one male pup from each litter and preserved in a similar manner. All samples were stored at À80 C until further analysis.
Brain for gene expression analysis. For experiment I, the brain of one GD20 fetus per litter was removed from the skull, the forebrain dissected, and preserved in RNAlater (Qiagen) according to the manufacturer's recommendations. For experiment II, the brain was removed from the skull of male pups on PN14. An oblique slice of neocortex from the frontal/parietal lobe was dissected using a razor blade. The tissue was then placed in a sterile 2-ml Eppendorf tube, snap frozen in liquid nitrogen, and stored at À80 C until RNA extraction.
Serum TH analysis. Fetal and dam serum T4/T3 (Experiment I) were analyzed by mass spectrometry (MS) (T4 limit of quantification [LLOQ] ¼ 0.025 ng/ml and T3 ¼ 0.02 ng/ml). Pup samples on PN14 and dams on PN21 (experiment II) were quantified by radioimmunoassay (LLOQ of T4 ¼ 4.51 ng/ml and T3 ¼ 6.20 ng/ml). Methods for quantification are previously reported by Hassan et al. (2017) and Gilbert and Sui (2006) , respectively. Thyroid stimulating hormone (TSH) was also evaluated with methods previously reported in Stoker et al. (2010) and Thibodeaux et al. (2003) . TSH was not measured in the GD20 fetus due to limitations in sample volume.
Brain hormone analysis. Brain samples were thawed on ice and homogenized by hand using a pestle mixer. An aliquot of the homogenate was weighed and transferred to a 15 ml polypropylene conical centrifuge tube. Methanol containing 1 mM PTU (methanol-PTU) was added to the brain homogenate (4 ml methanol-PTU per gram tissue) and spiked with a mixed stable isotope solution containing 13 C 6 -T2,
13
C 6 -T3, and 13 C 6 -T4. THs were extracted from the brain using methanol, chloroform and an aqueous solution of 0.05% CaCl 2 as described elsewhere in Bastian et al. (2010) . The extract was then subjected to nitrogen evaporation to remove remaining methanol and chloroform from the aqueous mixture containing the THs. A 1 ml of water . Each subsequent linkage is a key event; quantitative support for key events related to serum TH reductions, brain TH reductions, and gene expression changes are investigated in this study (highlighted) . B, In the experimental design, an extensive dose response of PTU was administered to pregnant rats beginning on GD6 (triangle). In experiment I, pregnant rats were euthanized on GD20 and the fetuses analyzed for serum THs, brain THs, and cortical gene expression (circle); in experiment II, pups were euthanized on postnatal day 14 (PN14) for similar comparisons (circle). GD20 and PN14 are developmental stages currently requested and/or recommended for analysis in regulatory studies.
was added and the total volume of the aqueous mixture was determined. An equal volume of 80/20 (v/v) 4% formic acid (aq) and acetonitrile was added and the sample was vortex mixed. The sample was cleaned up through an Evolute 50 mg, 3 ml CX solid phase extraction (SPE) cartridge (Biotage, Charlotte, North Carolina) using a vacuum manifold. The SPE cartridge was conditioned with methanol followed by 2% formic acid. After sample application, the cartridge was washed with 50 mM ammonium acetate (pH 6), 2% formic acid and then methanol. THs were eluted into a 15 ml polypropylene conical centrifuge tube using 5% NH 4 OH in methanol and evaporated to dryness using nitrogen. Afterwards, the residue was dissolved in 100 ml of 5% acetonitrile: 95% water with 0.1% formic acid and transferred to an amber liquid chromatography (LC) micro-vial. SPE reconstituted extracts were analyzed for THs by stable isotope dilution LC/MS/MS as described in Hassan et al. (2017) .
Gene Expression
All candidate genes analyzed in this study were chosen based on previously published work demonstrating their transcriptional sensitivity in the brains of developmentally hypothyroid rodents, or in cell culture models. Preference was given to candidates that were reported to be differentially expressed in the cortex, and/or at similar developmental stages as a GD20 and PN14 rat. All candidate genes analyzed in this study and associated information can be found in Table 4 and Supplementary  Table 1 .
RNA Extraction
Total RNA was extracted using Trizol (Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer's protocol; DNase treatment (Promega) was then utilized to remove genomic DNA contamination. RNA quantity and purity was quantified via a Nanodrop 2000c (Thermofisher), and sample integrity measured using a Bioanalyzer 2100 (Agilent). Only samples with a 260/280 > 1.9 and a RNA-integrity number > 8.0 were used in downstream applications. cDNA was synthesized using random primers (Applied Biosystems), and subsequently diluted in nanopure water.
Quantitative PCR. Quantitative PCR (qPCR) was performed on a 7600HT Fast Real-Time PCR System (Applied Biosystems), using TaqMan Universal PCR Master Mix and commercially purchased TaqMan probes (Applied Biosystems). The thermocycler program was as follows: 95 C for 5 min, followed by 40 cycles of 15 s at 95 C, and 1 min at 60 C. Each sample was run in duplicate, and the data analyzed using 2 ÀDDct method (Livak and Schmittgen, 2001 ) with b2-microglobulin (B2M) as the reference gene. Information on all Taqman probes can be found in Table 4 .
Statistics. All TH and gene expression experiments were analyzed by 1-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) using SAS 9.4 (Cary, North Carolina), with the litter serving as the biological unit. In all assays, N ¼ 6-9 animals were analyzed for each endpoint. In the event of a significant main effect, mean contrast tests were performed using Dunnett's t-tests (a ¼ 0.05). In analysis of gene expression, type I error was controlled by dividing the alpha level by the square root of the number of genes analyzed (a ¼ 0.01 for experiment I, a ¼ 0.009 for experiment II). To investigate the mathematical relationship between serum T4/ T3 and brain T4/T3 concentrations, both mean and percent control data were fit using various linear and exponential equations in SigmaPlot 13.0 (Systat). To determine the correlation between TH status and gene expression changes in the cortex, qPCR fold changes were expressed as percent control values and plotted as a function of serum T4, brain T4, and brain T3. These relationships were also fit using various standard and exponential equations. In all cases model fit was measured by both R 2 and significance values.
RESULTS
Serum THs Are Altered in a Dose-Dependent Manner Portions of serum hormone data were previously reported but included here for completeness; all serum data are summarized in Tables 1 and 2 . In experiment I, dam T4 was significantly reduced on GD20 in response to 2 and 3 ppm PTU (Table 1) . No changes were observed in dam serum T3 at any dose tested (Table 1 , adapted from Hassan et al., 2017) . Serum TSH concentrations in the GD20 dam were significantly elevated at the two highest doses of PTU (F[5, 37] ¼ 27.98 p < .0001). In the fetus, T4 was significantly decreased in response to 0.5, 1, 2, and 3 ppm PTU; reductions in serum T3 were also observed in animals from the 2 and 3 ppm exposures (Table 1) . In experiment II, dams exposed to 2 and 3 ppm had decreased T4 concentrations on PN21; T3 was reduced in the 3 ppm PTU dose group only (Table 2, adapted from (Gilbert et al., 2014) . Dam TSH concentrations were increased in response to 2 and 3 ppm PTU. Dams from the 10 ppm treatment were assessed one week after termination of exposure due to concerns with litter viability (see "Materials and Methods" section); examination of serum T4, T3, and TSH concentrations on PN28 in the 10 ppm PTU dams showed TH concentrations comparable to that of control dams on PN21. In the PN14 pup, serum T4 was significantly reduced in a dose-dependent manner; significant reductions in pup serum T3 were restricted to the 10 ppm PTU dose group only (Table 2) . Additionally, serum TSH was significantly elevated in the PN14 pup in response to 1, 2, 3, and 10 ppm PTU.
Brain TH Concentrations
As with serum, control concentrations of T4 and T3 in the fetal brain were much lower than those observed in the neonatal brain ( Figs. 2A and 2B vs 2C and 2D ). On GD20, PTU reduced both duced at 2 and 3 ppm. T3 levels were not significantly altered in dam serum. TSH was significantly increased in response to 2 and 3 ppm PTU. Fetal serum T4
was significantly reduced at PTU doses of 0.5, 1, 2, and 3 ppm. Fetal T3 was reduced at 2 and 3 ppm dose groups. All analyses reflect n ¼ 6-9 biological replicates, and were measured by LC/MS/MS. The LLOQ for T4 is 0.025 ng/ml and 2.0 ng/dl for T3. Asterisks represents p < .05, and error terms 6 SEM. All but dam TSH data were originally published in Hassan et al. (2017) .
T4 ( Figure 2A ) and T3 ( Figure 2B ) in the fetal brain in a dosedependent manner (F[5, 37] ¼ 27.16 p < .0001 and F[5, 37] ¼ 48.95 p < .0001, respectively). A nominal decrease in brain T4 and T3 was evident in the 0.5 ppm treatment group; however, statistically significant reductions in brain THs were limited to animals exposed to 1, 2, and 3 ppm PTU (Figs. 1A and 1B).
In the PN14 pup brain, a significant reduction in T4 was also observed in the 1, 2, 3, and 10 ppm PTU exposure groups ( Figure 2C ) (F[4, 35) ¼ 122.85, p < .0001); additionally, the magnitude of the observed T4 decrement was greater in the pup than in the fetus (Figs. 2A vs 2C) . Pup brain T3 concentrations were also reduced, but statistically significant observations were restricted to the 2, 3, and 10 ppm dose groups ( Figure 2D ) (F[4, 25] ¼ 51.79 p < .0001).
The Quantitative Relationship Between Serum and Brain THs
In the fetus, a strong linear correlation was observed between T4 concentrations in the serum and T4 levels in the brain ( Figure 3A , R 2 ¼ 0.980 and p < .0001). In the pup, this relationship was best fit as a quadratic function ( Figure 3B , R 2 ¼ 0.998 and p < .0001). In both the GD20 fetus and PN14 pup, mean brain T3 concentrations correlated well to mean serum T4; at both stages an exponential relationship was observed (Figs. 3C and 3D, R 2 ¼ 0.983 and p < .0001 for GD20; R 2 ¼ 0.900 and p < .0001 for PN14).
Brain T3 expressed as a function of serum T3, rather than serum T4, was also analyzed. However, the observed R 2 values were lower and the confidence limits broader, for both the GD20 fetus and the PN14 pup (Supplementary Figs. 1A and 1B, R 2 ¼ 0.863 and p < .0047 for GD20; R 2 ¼ 0.807 and p < .0026 for PN14).
Interrogation of the relationship between T4 and T3 in the GD20 brain revealed a highly significant linear relationship ( Figure 3E R 2 ¼ 0.969 and p < .0001), whereas this relationship in the neonatal cortex was better described by an exponential function ( Figure 3F , R 2 ¼ 0.989 and p < .0001 for PN14).
These same data were transformed to percent control values and again analyzed. Expressed in this manner, distinct differences in the relationship between serum and brain T4 of the GD20 fetus and PN14 pup were again apparent. In the fetus, a 40% decrease in serum T4 predicted a 35% decrease in brain T4 ( Figure 4A ). In the pup an equivalent 40% serum decrease is associated with a dramatic 70% decrement in brain T4 ( Figure 4B ). Despite these observed stage-specific differences in brain T4 concentrations, the associated T3 reduction in the tissue are comparable between the fetus and pup (approximately 15%) when assuming this serum T4 decrement (Figs. 4C and 4D). However, developmental differences are again observed when predicting brain T3 given a specific brain T4 estimate; a 20% decrease in brain T4 results in a more severe reduction in T3 on GD20 (approximately 20%) as opposed to PN14 (approximately 2%) (Figs. 4E and 4F). For both the absolute and percent control data, the equations describing the TH dynamics are presented in Table 3 .
Differential Gene Expression as a Function of PTU Dose
Fetal cortex. A total of eighteen genes that were previously reported to be TH-targets in the fetal brain were assessed in the GD20 cortex (Table 4) . Only two genes, Camk4 and Thrb, were found to be differentially expressed. Camk4 was significantly downregulated in the 2 and 3 ppm PTU treatment groups (F[5, 41] ¼ 9.07, p < .0001); it is noted that the magnitude of fold changes in these treatments were modest, with an observed 31% and 43% percent decrease respectively ( Figure 5A ). Camk4 encodes a calcium/calmodulindependent kinase, and has been implicated as a direct target of thyroid receptor (Krebs et al., 1996; Liu and Brent, 2002; Morte et al., 2010) . One of the thyroid receptors (Thrb) was also significantly downregulated (51% compared with control), but this was only observed in the cortex of animals exposed to the highest dose tested, 3 ppm PTU ( Figure 5B ) (F[5, 39] ¼ 10.10, p < .0001). The general functional classification, magnitude of change, and associated statistics of Camk4 and Thrb are summarized in Table 5 . No other candidate genes analyzed were significantly different at any PTU dose tested (Supplementary Figure 2) .
Neonatal cortex. Expression of thirty genes was evaluated in the cortex of the PN14 pup, twenty-five of which were differentially expressed following maternal PTU treatment (summarized in Table 5 ). In contrast to the fetus, seven of these targets (Parv, Col11a2, Gjb6, Itih3, Agt, Pnoc, and Hod) were significantly reduced at all PTU doses tested (1, 2, 3, and 10 ppm) (Figs. 6A-G). This pattern of significant gene expression changes aligns to the significant decrease of T4 within the brain, suggesting that these genes are highly sensitive to brain T4 status (compare Figs. 2C with 6A-G). These genes encode a calcium-binding albumin protein expressed in inhibitory neurons (Parv), extracellular matrix and cytoskeletal proteins (Col11a2, Gjb6, and Itih3), neuropeptides (Pnoc and Agt), and a homeodomain-only factor (Hod) (see Table 4 for gene information). Among these seven candidates, Parv demonstrated a large magnitude of change, with a highly significant 97% reduction in response to 10 ppm PTU ( Figure 6A ) (F[4, 30] ¼ 49.49, p < .0001). Five additional genes (Hr, Mog, Ngf, Klf9, and Sema7a) were differentially expressed at 2, 3, and 10 ppm PTU (Figs. 6H-L). Gene expression changes at these PTU doses coincide with significant reductions in brain T3 (compare Figs. 2D with 6H-L). Although a statistically significant difference in gene expression was not detected for these targets at the lowest dose of PTU, every candidate demonstrated a dose response pattern in expression changes. This second class of markers includes genes encoding for a transcriptional corepressor (Hr), a zinc finger transcription factor (Klf9), a myelin specific on PN21 was significantly lower in response to 2 and 3 ppm PTU. Dam T3 was significantly higher in the 3 ppm dose group. TSH was significantly increased in dams of the 2 and 3 ppm PTU treatment groups. Note that dam THs of the 10 ppm PTU dose group were measured on PN28, one week following PTU withdrawal and showed recovery (#, see methods). On PN14 pup serum T4 was significantly reduced following exposure to 1, 2, 3, and 10 ppm PTU. Only PN14 pups from the 10 ppm PTU treatment had a significant reduction in T3. Pup serum TSH was significantly increased in all treatment groups. The limit of quantification is 11.3 ng/mL for T4 and 4.51 ng/ml for T3 as measured by RIA. All analyses reflect biological replicates from 13-15 litters. * p < 0.05. All serum hormone data were previously published in Johnstone et al., 2013 and Gilbert et al., 2014. glycoprotein (Mog), a semaphorin glycoprotein (Sema7a), and a nerve growth factor (Ngf). Similar to what was observed with Parv, the gene Hr exhibited a large magnitude of change in response to PTU exposure, with a 90% decrease in expression in the 10 ppm PTU dose group ( Figure 6H ) (F[4, 30] ¼ 27.39, p < .0001). A summary of the general functional classification, magnitude of gene expression changes, and associated statistics of these targets are summarized in Table 5 . Gene expression analyses also identified transcripts that were differentially regulated only in the highest PTU doses administered. Five genes (Arc, Met, Egr1, Gap43, and Ntf3) were detected to be significantly different in the 3 and 10 ppm PTU treatments; three of these targets demonstrated upregulation (Gap43, Met, and Ntf3; Supplementary Figure 3) . Four additional candidates (Pax6, Sox2, Slco1c1, and Slc7a2) were differentially expressed in the neocortex of animals exposed to 10 ppm PTU (Supplementary Figure 4) , but the overall pattern of gene expression changes did not necessarily follow a clear dose response pattern. Genes that were not detected to be differentially regulated on PN14 are shown in Supplementary Figure 5 .
The Relationship Between TH Status and Cortical Gene Expression
The relationship between TH concentrations in serum and brain were then compared with transcripts tested in both the GD20 fetus and PN14 pup. The only two differentially expressed genes identified in the fetal forebrain, Camk4 and Thrb, were plotted doses of PTU tested in experiment I (2 and 3 ppm), suggesting this gene has limited potential as a sensitive marker of small T4/T3 reductions in the brain.
The most robust changes in gene expression that coincided with significant reductions in brain T4 and/or T3 were deemed sensitive readouts of TH status in the PN14 pup. Of these Parv ( Figure 6A ), Col11a2 ( Figure 6B ), Itih3 (Fig, 6D) , Agt ( Figure 6E ), Hr ( Figure 6H ), and Mog ( Figure 6I ), exhibited the greatest magnitude of change (!80% at 10 ppm PTU, Table 5 ), and were statistically significant (a < 0.009) at PTU doses that decreased brain T4 and/or T3. The associated percent change of these aforementioned genes as function of PTU dose can be found in Table 5 .
DISCUSSION
A rat model was used to interrogate the quantitative relationship between THs in the serum and brain during two important stages of neurodevelopment. Additionally, potential transcriptional readouts of TH activity in the developing cortex were investigated. Results demonstrate that serum T4 was an excellent predictor of brain T4/T3 at both developmental stages tested. Although very few differentially expressed genes were identified in the fetal forebrain, a number were observed in the PN14 cortex. The quantitative relationship between serum and brain T4/T3, accompanied by correlated transcriptional changes in a vulnerable tissue, suggests that these genes may be downstream targets of TH signaling. These candidate genes may be useful tools to identify perturbations in TH status within the developing cortex, and could assist in the generation of new hypotheses regarding how TH insufficiency may negatively impact the developing brain.
TH Insufficiency in the Developing Rat
Our previous dose response work documented that the hormone suppressive effects of PTU were greater in the GD20 fetus (Hassan et al., 2017) and PN14 pup (Gilbert et al., 2014) 1.8 * Figure 5 . Differential gene expression in the forebrain of the GD20 fetus. All PTU doses represent the maternal dose administered. A, The gene Camk4 was downregulated in response to 2 and 3 ppm PTU. B, Thyroid receptor beta (Thrb) was the only other differentially expressed gene in the GD20 fetus, and a significant change was only observed in the 3 ppm PTU dose group. An n ¼ 6-9 was analyzed per treatment; significant downregulation of both genes was determined by an overall ANOVA, a¼ 0.01. All asterisks represent significant dose effects as determined by mean contrast tests, a¼ 0.05. All error bars represent 6 SEM. Calcium signaling -neurons Parv -30 6 9** -60 6 7** -81 6 3** -97 6 .6** F(4, 30) ¼ 49.49 <.0001 Col11a2 -26 6 8** -54 6 6** -64 6 4** -86 6 1** F(4, 30) ¼ 37.34 <.0001 Gjb6 -25 6 6** -44 6 3** -48 6 3** -58 6 3** F(4, 30) ¼ 33.51 <.0001 Cell and tissue structure Itih3 -28 6 6** -48 6 6** -65 6 4** -82 6 2** F(4, 30) ¼ 38.60 <.0001 Mog -22 6 12 -46 6 14** -71 6 7** -90 6 3** F(4, 30) ¼ 13.63 <.0001 Agt -26 6 10** -53 6 7** -71 6 4** -85 6 1** F(4, 30) ¼ 32.49 <.0001 Pnoc -13 6 2** -23 6 3** -32 6 4** -55 6 2** F(4, 30) ¼ 48.62 <.0001 Neuronal signaling and migration Ngf -10 6 7 -3 06 9** -46 6 4** -58 6 4** F(4, 30) ¼ 14.03 <.0001 Sema7a -30 6 9 -6 06 7** -81 6 3** -97 6 .6** F(4, 30) ¼ 16.41 <.0001 Hod -20 6 5** -44 6 5** -52 6 3** -73 6 1** F(4, 30) ¼ 58.70 <.0001 Cell differentiation and death Hr -17 6 8 -4 66 12** -71 6 6** -90 6 .5** F(4, 30) ¼ 27.39 <.0001 Kfl9 -30 6 9 -6 06 7** -81 6 3** -97 6 .6** F(4, 30) ¼ 45. experiences alterations in TH homeostasis in response to low maternal doses of PTU (1, 2, and 3 ppm on GD20 and 1, 2, 3, and 10 ppm on PN14). Although brain T4 and T3 are best predicted by serum T4 in both the fetus and the pup, the precise relationship between the periphery and the brain is stage specific. Comparing hormone profiles from the GD20 fetus and neonate clearly demonstrates that the brain responds differently to T4/ T3 decreases in the serum at these two distinct life stages. If an equivalent percent reduction in serum T4 (ie, 40%) is assumed for both the fetus and pup, brain T4 in the PN14 pup is drastically reduced (approximately 70%) as compared with the GD20 fetus (approximately 35%). Though pup brain T4 concentrations are more sensitive to serum T4 decrements, brain T3 concentrations are comparably affected at both stages (approximately 15% reduction). It is acknowledged that these stage-specific relationships, which are based solely on the percent change of THs in the serum relative to the brain, may be influenced by the specific toxicokinetics of the PTU exposure. Nonetheless, this may be an important observation regarding the ontogeny of the thyroid system. Although the biological underpinnings of these stage specific differences between serum and brain THs are not fully understood, it may be due in part to the dissimilar physiological state of the rat on GD20 and PN14. Previous work has shown that, though the fetal thyroid gland is developed and begins functioning on GD17, the thyroid axis in the near term fetus remains immature (Morreale de Escobar et al., 1985 . It is therefore reasonable to consider that T4/T3 regulation within the fetal central nervous system may also be immature. What other scenarios could account of our stage-specific observations of brain T4/T3? First, rodent studies have shown that T3 is not preferentially transported into the fetal brain despite expression of its transporter (Monocarboxylate transporter 8, MCT8), and instead nearly all T3 is derived via local 5'-deiodination (Barez-Lopez et al., 2018; Calvo et al., 1990; Grijota-Martinez et al., 2011) . Therefore, one potential compensatory mechanism (direct T3 transport into the Transcriptional targets differentially expressed at PTU doses that alter brain T4 and T3 Figure 6 . Gene expression changes in the PN14 neocortex that reflect the brain T4/T3 deficit. All PTU doses represent the maternal dose administered. A-G, Transcriptional targets that were differentially expressed at every PTU dose tested at this stage (1, 2, 3, and 10 ppm); these PTU exposures also induced a significant T4 decrease in the PN14 brain. H-K, These candidate genes were differentially expressed in the PTU treatments that induced statistically significant decreases in both T4 and T3 within the brain (2, 3, and 10 ppm PTU). n ¼ 7 were analyzed for each dose group; significant differential expression of genes was determined by an overall ANOVA, a= 0.009. All asterisks represent significant dose effects as determined by mean contrast tests, a= 0.05. All error bars represent 6 SEM.
brain) is present in the PN14 pup that is absent and/or reduced in the fetus. Secondly, 5'-deiodinase activity in the GD20 fetus may not be as efficient as that in a 2-week-old pup, as suggested by the work of Kaplan and Yaskoski (1981) . Together, a more comprehensive understanding of how TH transport and 5'-deiodination changes in developing hypothyroid animals, would aide in deciphering the periods that may be acutely susceptible to hormone perturbation.
Although the drastic decrease in brain T4 within the pup did not necessarily result in a large change in brain T3, this large These candidate genes were also highly correlated to brain T4 (C, D), but in an exponential manner. Percent change in expression of Parv and Hr, interrogated as a function of brain T3, were best represented by quadratic equations. Expectedly, differential gene expression in the cortex was more highly predicted by brain TH status, as opposed to serum T4. Error bars represent 6 SEM for both the x and y data, and R 2 values are noted on each panel.
change in T4 may still be of biological significance. Classically, T4 is considered the prohormone and T3 the active ligand, but this canonical view of thyroid signaling has been recently challenged by the identification of T4-specific signaling mechanisms in the brain (Flamant et al., 2017; Galton, 2017; Gil-Ibanez et al., 2017a; Maher et al., 2016; Oyanagi et al., 2015; Schroeder and Privalsky, 2014; Zamoner et al., 2008) . Therefore, the possibility that a brain T4 deficit alone could alter neurodevelopmental processes cannot be discounted. Additionally, in both the GD20 and PN14 brain, T4 and/or T3 reductions were observed that were not necessarily statistically significant (Figure 2 ). Despite the lack of statistical reliability of brain T3 reductions in PN14 pups exposed to 1 ppm PTU, this modest deficit is correlated with alterations in cortical structure, synaptic physiology, and learning and memory (Gilbert, 2011; Gilbert et al., 2016 Gilbert et al., , 2017 .
Predictive Capabilities of Dose Response Data
It is clear that more studies are needed to illuminate how minor T4/T3 reductions alter brain structure and function; however, the data presented here offer a first step to understanding the relationship between THs in the general circulation and the brain at two developmental stages. Although serum T4 in the GD20 fetus and PN14 pup are measured in some regulatory studies (OECD/OCDE, Test 421; US EPA Guidance for Thyroid Assays, 2005) , it was unclear how TH insufficiency does, or does not, alter brain hormones. Here, we present the quantitative relationships of these two compartments derived from dose response data utilizing the well-characterized goitrogen PTU. The predictive power of the described associations will need to be tested in the context of other TDCs that reduce circulating levels of THs. Although some chemicals may disrupt brain development through a TH-dependent mechanism without altering serum T4/T3 (DeVito et al., 1999) , a reduction in serum T4 remains a convergent key event common to many TDCs. Therefore, we propose that the equations reported here can be used across laboratories to predict T4 and T3 concentrations within the rodent brain on GD20 and PN14. These predictions can be generated given a simple serum T4 or T3 measurement, and could eventually be correlated to adverse neurodevelopmental phenotypes. Thus, these quantitative relationships represent an important initial milestone in the understanding of how thyroiddisrupting chemicals may impact neurodevelopment. As discussed earlier, the physiological differences in TH regulation of the late term fetus and a 2-week-old pup are striking; however here, only dose response data from GD20 and PN14 are reported. Evaluation of serum and brain TH concentrations at other developmental stages will be needed to investigate other potential stage-specific differences. Current guidelines recommend inclusion of a perinatal (PN2-4) collection period for serum TH analysis (US EPA Guidance for Thyroid Assays, 2005; OECD/OCDE Test 421), in addition to the two stages presented here. The perinatal period in the rat corresponds to the second trimester of human pregnancy (Bernal, 2007) . This is a crucial neurodevelopmental phase in mammals characterized by rapid neurogenesis, cell differentiation, and cell migration (BergerSweeney and Hohmann, 1997; Bernal, 2007; Tramontin et al., 2003) , and previous work has shown that TH disruption during this developmental phase is associated with structural and functional deficits in rodents (Blanco et al., 2013; Boyes et al., 2018; Gilbert et al., 2014; Goldey et al., 1995; Li et al., 2004; Negishi et al., 2005; O'Shaughnessy et al., 2018; Slotkin et al., 1984) . As these data suggest that the rodent perinatal period may be another window of susceptibility, evaluation of serum and brain hormones during this period would enhance understanding of stage-specific differences in TH homeostasis.
The Identification and Utility of a TH Bioindicator
There are few elucidated adverse neurodevelopmental outcomes in rats following moderate reductions in THs (Gilbert et al., 2014 (Gilbert et al., , 2016 Gilbert and Sui, 2006; Goldey et al., 1995; Sharlin et al., 2008) , and these phenotypes may escape identification in standard developmental neurotoxicity testing (OECD/ OCDE, Test 426). As the primary action of ligand activated nuclear receptors is the regulation of transcription, we hypothesized that gene expression could serve as a readily obtainable measure that could reflect TH status within the brain tissue. Although a sensitive transcriptional signature of compensatory-like activity may be expected in animals with reduced T4/T3 brain concentrations, this was not experimentally reproducible in these studies. This was despite assaying for TH transporters and deiodinases in both the GD20 and PN14 brain.
Fetal bioindicator. Of the eighteen candidate genes measured in fetal cortex, only two candidates, Camk4, a calcium binding protein, and Thrb, thyroid receptor beta, were differentially regulated in response to PTU. Though Camk4 was downregulated at the highest doses of PTU (2 and 3 ppm, respectively), this was not the case in the 1 ppm exposure, despite a significant decrease in brain THs (50% decrease in T4, and 23% in T3). Thrb was only significantly downregulated in response to 3 ppm PTU. Other groups have identified robust changes of Camk4 in the hypothyroid cortex (Dong et al., 2015; Morte et al., 2010; Navarro et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2015) , and demonstrated that it is likely a direct target of T3 (Liu and Brent, 2002; Morte et al., 2010) . Our data extend these observations of Camk4 in the context of a milder level of serum hormone reduction. However, taken together with the dose response profile of brain T4/T3, it is difficult to conclude if Camk4 is an accurate bioindicator of TH status in the GD20 fetal forebrain.
Identification of only two significant transcriptional responses in the cortex during late gestation is somewhat perplexing, but consistent with previous reports (Dong et al., 2015; Morte et al., 2010; Schwartz et al., 1997) . There are several scenarios that could account for the observed negative data. First, the cortex is comprised of a heterogeneous cellular population, and may not be the most TH-sensitive tissue at this developmental stage. Even if the cerebral cortex is vulnerable to perturbations of THs at GD20, this may not result in differential expression of protein coding genes. A previous genome-wide study demonstrated that despite a lack of transcriptional differences in coding genes within the GD20 brain, there were a plethora of microRNA changes (Dong et al., 2015) . This suggests that TH action may be biased towards other transcriptional regulatory processes like noncoding RNA expression. To more adequately address this issue, future work using whole transcriptome sequencing is needed to assay for both protein coding and noncoding RNA in a nonbiased fashion. If and once TH bioindicators are identified in the GD20 forebrain, these targets could be easily interrogated by qPCR. Despite the difficulties in identifying transcriptional readouts in the late gestational brain, a TH decrement during this period may still induce adverse phenotypes, which is supported experimentally (AlvarezDolado et al., 1999; Auso et al., 2004; Berbel et al., 2010; Goodman and Gilbert, 2007; Martinez-Galan et al., 2004; Morte et al., 2010; Navarro et al., 2014; Rabie et al., 1980) . Additionally, while the data presented here focuses on gene expression, it is understood that regulation of cell activity is not just mediated by transcription. Instead, the hormonal control of processes like posttranslational modification could lead to adverse consequences in the developing brain that cannot be resolved by gene expression alone (Bajpai and Chaudhury, 1999; BarezLopez et al., 2018; Tezuka et al., 2015; Zhang and Su, 2014) . In the future, utilization of techniques related to protein expression and/or function are needed to address this possibility.
Neonatal bioindicator. In contrast to the fetal brain, analysis of the PN14 neocortex yielded several potential targets that were differentially expressed following reductions in brain T4 and/or T3. Affected targets fell into three general functional categories: mediators of cell polarity and adhesion (Col11a2, Gjb6, Itih3, and Mog), neural function (Parv, Agt, Pnoc, Ngf, and Sema7a), and cell differentiation and regeneration (Hod, Hr, and Klf9). Although in this report we do not claim to provide functional implications of these differentially expressed genes in the PN14 cortex, phenotypic alterations have been linked to perturbations of these signaling pathway in TH insufficient animals (Gilbert et al., 2016) . Interestingly, we also note an apparent bias in gene expression changes of structural proteins (Table 5) . Proper cell structure, cell-cell contact, and cellular organization is a key physical property that is under tight control during central nervous system development, and others have demonstrated that these processes are affected in hypothyroid animals (Alvarez-Dolado et al., 2000; Berbel et al., 2001; Gould et al., 1990; Lavado-Autric et al., 2003; Liu et al., 2013; Martinez-Galan et al., 1997 Pathak et al., 2011; Paul et al., 1996; Rami and Rabie, 1988) . Although it is unknown precisely how TH is affecting these processes, it appears these pathways represent convergent downstream targets of TH modulation.
Of those genes altered in the PN14 cortex, it is notable that several were differentially regulated in a manner that reflected a statistically significant change in T4, but not T3, within the brain (1 ppm PTU dose; Gjb6, Col11a2, Hopx, Itih3, Agt, Pnoc, and Parv). Above we discussed that slight changes in brain TH could still mediate adverse neurodevelopmental consequences, in addition to the potential role of T4-specific cell signaling. Given these points, these genes represent the best current candidates to serve as potential TH bioindicators. If these transcriptional targets indeed represent a readout of TH action, it is expected that they would, (1) remain stably expressed unless there is a change in at least brain T4, and (2) show a reproducible direction of change (upregulation or downregulation) given a xenobiotic exposure. These predictions are currently under investigation in the context of other TDC exposures.
Limitations of Gene Expression
Ideally a bioindicator of TH-disruption would be ubiquitously expressed throughout the brain and sensitive to hormonal perturbations across developmental time. However, this is not necessarily a biologically plausible scenario. Neurodevelopment is highly dynamic and morphogenetic processes are constrained by both time (developmental stage) and space (anatomical location) (Naumova et al., 2013) . Therefore, the lack of common gene expression changes in the GD20 fetus and PN14 pup is not surprising. Given the complexities of the developing central nervous system, cognizance of developmental constraint and temporal susceptibilities to TH disruption are essential for incorporation of bioindicator data into a regulatory framework.
In addition to stage-specific transcriptional events, gene expression data is often difficult to reproduce. Although all of the proposed fetal and neonatal bioindicators were previously shown to be differentially regulated in the hypothyroid animal by others (Supplementary Table 1) , gene expression data can be influenced by tissue collection methods, RNA preparation, and PCR chemistry. Adherence to established Minimum Information for Publication of Quantitative Real-Time PCR Experiments guidelines, which was designed to enhance reproducibility in qPCR studies (Bustin et al., 2009) , will be essential in the implementation of a bioindicator approach. Furthermore, the lowest maternal dose of 1 ppm in the neonatal study still decreased serum and brain T4 by a large magnitude in the pups (50% and 70%, respectively). In the future, investigation of the presented biomarkers should be verified under conditions where serum and brain THs are not as detrimentally affected. Taken together, acknowledgement of the limitations of this biomarker framework is critical, though standardization of experimental design, execution, and data reporting can aid in the interpretation of gene expression data in the regulatory arena.
Linking Gene Expression to Apical Endpoints
Transcriptional changes alone do not imply that a gene is directly TH sensitive, nor does it imply adverse development. Of all the differentially regulated genes identified here, only Camk4 (Gil-Ibanez et al., 2017b; Krebs et al., 1996; Liu and Brent, 2002; Morte et al., 2010; Navarro et al., 2014) , Pnoc (Gil-Ibanez et al., 2014), Klf9 (Bagamasbad et al., 2015; Denver and Williamson, 2009; Gil-Ibanez et al., 2017b; Zhang et al., 2017) , Hr (Dudazy- Gralla et al., 2013; Gil-Ibanez et al., 2017b; Potter et al., 2002; Thompson and Bottcher, 1997) , Sema7a (Gil-Ibanez et al., 2017b), and Sox2 (Lemkine et al., 2005; Lopez-Juarez et al., 2012) , have been shown to be direct TH targets. This designation was met by (1) TH-dependent gene expression changes in the presence of a translation inhibitor (cyclohexamide), (2) in silico demonstration of thyroid receptor binding elements within regulatory regions of these genes, and/or (3) evidence of thyroid receptor/ gene interaction via chromatin immunoprecipitation or gel shift assay. Though this study confirms that several transcripts are likely TH sensitive (direct or otherwise), it cannot be ruled out that these results may be due to hormone independent effects. Careful work is needed in the future to link the gene expression changes observed in this study to potential alterations at the cellular, tissue, and organ level at both GD20 and PN14, in order to determine the precise adverse effects of TH insufficiency.
CONCLUSIONS
This work clarifies the relationship between TH levels in the serum and the brain, at two developmental time points commonly assayed in regulatory studies. As a dose response experiment was performed for both stages analyzed, the resulting quantitative relationships can be utilized to predict brain TH concentrations from serum levels in both the GD20 fetus and the PN14 pup. Additionally, this work provides several candidate genes in the GD20 and PN14 cortex that may serve as bioindicators of TH status. Although it is unknown if some of these candidates are direct transcriptional targets of T4/T3, they nonetheless could be used for inference purposes in lieu of hormone and/or phenotypic measures of TH-induced developmental neurotoxicity. 
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